
English is FUN-tastic!



Britain – 
general outlook
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Sights and famous British 
people
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Charades 150 150 150 150 150



What is the official name of the state that 

you call Britain?



What  parts is the UK made up of?



What is the name for the largest island in 

the British Isles?



What two countries are situated in 

the British Isles?



What hot drink is popular with the 
British? 



Who lived in Sherwood forest?



Who was called “An Iron Lady”?



Where were The Beatles born?



The legend say that without them the 
Tower will fall ? 



What is the Union Jack? 



What is the state system of the UK?

A.a federal republic
B.a constitutional monarchy
C.a parliamentary republic 



What chambers does the British 
parliament consist of?

A.The Senate and the House of Representatives

B. the House of Lords and the House of Commons

C.The House of Lords and the House of Representatives



Where does the British Prime Minister 
live?

A.In the House of Parliament

B.At 10 Downing street

C.In Fleet street

 



It is the historical centre of London 
and one of the biggest financial 

centers of the world.



What is the longest river in the UK?

A.The Severn

B.The Avon

C.The Thames 



Where is Greenwich?

A.In Scotland

B.In Ireland

C.In England



What lake does the famous Scottish 
monster live in?



What do the letters MP stand for?



How do Londoners call the 
Underground?



What river is London on?



What sea is between Great Britain 
and Ireland?



Where can you see the wax model’s of 
famous people?



Where is Nelson’s Column?

A.in Parliament Square

B.in Piccadilly circus

C.in Trafalgar Square



What is the national sport of 
England?



Name the representatives of the 
executive power in the UK.



Name the representatives of the 
legislative power in the UK.



Who is the head of state in the UK?



What is the narrowest part of the 
English Channel?



Who is the Prime Minister now in the 
UK?

A. Tony Blair

B. Gordon Brown

C. David Cameron



Name the architectural masterpiece 
of Christopher Wren



Who is an “Architect of London”?

A.Edward Bailey

B.Christopher Wren

C.Henry Tate



Who was the head of the Globe 
Theatre and the author of “Romeo 

and Juliet”?



The London residence of the Queen 



What is Piccadilly circus?

A.a circus

B.a square

C.a street



1. is the indefinite article

2. is the synonym of “wide”

3. whole means “in a foreign country”

abroad



1. is a preposition

2. is the synonym of “receive”

3. whole means the antonym of 

“remember”

forget



1. is the two letters which begin the 

English Alphabet

2. is the past tense of the verb “send”

3. whole means the antonym of 

“present”

absent



1. is two letters giving the sound [a:]

2. is the first person singular 

possessive pronoun

3. whole is that makes a country 

strong

army



capital

1. is what boys wear on their heads.

2. is a personal pronoun in the third 

person, singular.

3. is a suffix of an adjective

4. whole  is the chief city.



Under what king did the knights of 
Round Table gather?



What is the English name for 
La Manche which connects The UK and 

Europe?



What is it?



What is the name of the Queen that 
is the head of the UK now?



A brilliant example of political satire 
by George Orwell, an English writer 

and essayist.


